More Than a Pretty “Face”…

Building a B2B Brand that Works for Your Business!
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Agenda
Today
• Level-set on brand – what it is, what it does for companies
• How strong brands are built
• Tools you can use

Your Takeaways
• Brand as a tangible asset to help achieve your objectives
• Insight into keys to effective B2B brand building
• Confidence that it can be impactful for companies like yours
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The usual suspects

Source: Interbrand, 2019 Top Global Brands
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Brand building works for small to medium B2B companies, too!

Source: Interbrand, 2019 Top Global Brands
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What is a brand?
It’s the sum total of the experiences, interactions, perceptions, people, places and things that
customers associate with a product or company name.

Company
name

Advertising

Customer
experience
Campaigns

Product performance /
quality

Colors

Logo

Tone of voice

Customer
promise

Core
competencies

Product or service
name
UI
Slogan

Associations or
attributes

PR

Founders / key
execs
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It’s shorthand for a promise

• To your customers
• And … to your employees
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A brand that works hard for you…

• Lowers your customer acquisition costs

• By building top of mind awareness and
memorability

• By generating earned media and word of
mouth

• Increases your customer retention and
lifetime value

• By building relationships with them
• By delivering experiences that reinforce
choice and repeat purchase

• Facilitates capitalizing on growth

• By building customer trust and expanding

• Earns you the benefit of the doubt

• See 2 above!

opportunities in adjacent spaces

your credibility

if/when when things go wrong
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Hard-working brands are built with intention
Credible
You keep your
promises

Relevant
You offer something
customers need

Distinctive
You stand out

Prospects need to see or hear your marketing message at least seven times
before they will take action
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They build relationships based on emotional involvement

Benefits Hierarchy

Differentiation

Self-Expressive
Benefits

Emotional
Benefits
Functional
Benefits

Attributes

I am…

I feel…

It does…

It has…

What brand use says to
others about customer

How brand use makes
customers feel
What the features do for
customers

Product features
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Not just for B2C!
Strong B2B brands build emotional connections with their buyers and decision influencers, too.

Benefits Hierarchy

Differentiation

Self-Expressive
Benefits

Emotional
Benefits

Shows that I am:
• An innovative leader
• A smart / responsible manager
• An effective businessperson
Makes me feel:
• Equipped
• Efficient
• Confident

What brand use says to
others about customer

How brand use makes
customers feel
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Start by understanding the brand landscape
A brand audit describes the current state of play and identifies opportunities for building brand
relevance and distinctiveness.
Brand Audit
•
•
•
•

End Users

Potential Brand
Differentiators

Your Brand
Strengths

Potential
Differentiators

Customer
Wants &
Needs

Table Stakes

•
•
•

•
•
•

Channel

Vulnerabilities

•
•
•

Table Stakes
(Category Benefits)

Competitor
Strengths

•
•
•
•

Competitive Brand
Differentiators
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Example: Real time, big data solution provider faced a crowded landscape
Brand Audit

•
•

Client Brand
Strengths
Potential Differentiators
IBM
•
•
•
•

Direct
Competitors

Created in Tier One
Flexible/agile
Proof-of-concept sales model
Decisioning focus

Unified platform
works ‘off-theshelf’
--

Experienced &
proven/scale
Inside the
Network

Potential
Differentiators

Table Stakes

Customer
Wants &
Needs

Vulnerabilities

Competitor
Strengths
Table Stakes
(Category Benefits)
• Ability to handle massive
data and diverse data
sources
• Distributed architecture
• Integrated data sources

•
•
•
•

Wants & Needs
Faster decision making that
takes full customer
relationship into account
Leverage existing
infrastructure
Lower data storage and
handling costs
Definite, fast ROI
Free up internal resources
for higher value-added
activities
Trusted partner with proven
technology

Competitive Brand
Differences
• Vs. IBM – brand equity,
trust, installed base
• Vs. Direct Competitors–
vertical and horizontal
specialization and perceived
relevance
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Example: Multiple pathways reflect different customers with different levels
of sophistication and readiness
Benefits Hierarchy
I am…

Self-Expressive
Benefits

Differentiation

Emotional
Benefits

Functional
Benefits

Smart,
responsible

I feel…

It does…

It has…
Attributes

Able to
capitalize
quickly on new
capabilities

Supported in
achieving
operating cost
savings with least
risk

Shortens the
time to
implementation

Enables timely
analytics on
constantly
arriving data

More of the
experienced
talent required
for successful
implementation

Platform
requires less
system
integration

What brand use says to
others about customer

Innovative

Is inside the
network,
not floating
on top

Equipped to help
my customers
transform their
customers’
experience
Provides
eventtriggered
decisioning

Agile teams
that use a
unique POC
sales model

How brand use makes
customers feel

What the features do for
customers

Fast-toimplement
unified
platform
works off the
shelf

Product
features

Client technology was developed specifically in and for the demands of Tier-One Carrier networks
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Example: Positioning frames the choice relative to the alternatives and provides
support to make it believable
Classic Positioning Framework
Target

For Decision-makers and influencers
at data rich businesses,
Client Brand

Frame of
Reference
Key Benefit

Reasons to
Believe

provides prescriptive decisioning
solutions
that enable customers to transform
their customers’ experience by
triggering right-time actions.
1. Fast-to-implement, unified
platform that works “off the
shelf”
2. Innovative technology developed
specifically in and for the
demands of Tier-One Carrier
networks
3. Agile teams that use a unique
proof-of-concept sales model

“Real, automated, event-driven
use of data is very powerful. No
one is talking about it with
credibility or enabling new
services to monetize the data.
Really great runway for you.”
– Customer Interview, 12.6.12
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Strong brands build a roadmap and follow it!

Brand Development Journey

Brand Vision
North Star

Desire
d

1-3 Years

Audience Specific
Audience
Specific
Positionings
Positionings

Brand
Equity

3-12 months

Benefits
Hierarchy
Brand Audit
Current
Image
Current Image
Current

Assessment

Today

Time

Future
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Your Takeaways

✔ Brand as a tangible asset to help achieve your objectives
✔ Insight into keys to effective B2B brand building
✔ Confidence that it can be impactful for companies like yours
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About me
I’m a builder and problem solver focused on driving
profitable growth through customer centricity.
•

Consult on product-market fit, identifying white space
opportunities and supporting their successful
commercialization, and building and managing strong
brands

•

Special expertise in B2B and B2C services, healthcare
and retail

•

Helped conceive, launch and operate two DTC Internetbased consumer businesses

•

Advisory board member of retail-focused tech solution
startups

•

Board Chair of Sasa Designs by the Deaf, a non-profit
committed to economic empowerment of deaf artisans
in Kenya

PURE GRAVY
Brand building that delivers!

I'm also a Lecturer in the undergrad and MBA programs at
UC Berkeley Haas School of Business
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